
Starter:  Give 2 (two) differences and 2 (two) 
similarities of a centimeter and an inch...

Talk with your table.  Be ready to share a 
difference and a similarity.

 



62 Angles and Radians 

Objectives:

62a: I can draw angles in radians.

62b: I can find coterminal angles in degrees & radians.

62c: I can find reference angles in radians.



Angles & Radians...

Centimeters & Inches
Both measurements

1cm t 1 inch

Both on a ruler inches used in
theUSA

cm used everywhereelse
Degrees

Degrees and radians are different types
of

measurements for angles

I radiant 1 degree



What are radians?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUrs9JWn_N4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radian#mediaviewer/File:Circle_radians.gif
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Unit circle angles in radians and degrees 
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Unit circle angles in radians and degrees 

1st find the angles

Let's try it again in degrees tsfeEg3o
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find the Radians for 3000 and 3300



Unit circle angles in radians and degrees (full)
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This is called the unit
circle Notice all

e tomake
the pieces are not equal

So you can
not just

countpieces Youmust
splitthe larger

pieces

even pieces

Once all the pieces
are split equally then you

can

split IT into
12pieces and find the

radians

Go ahead and
find the angles

in degrees

1st then find
the radians I started the

first 2

angle for you



angle

youmay
also notice the

unit circle is our

1st circle our 2ndcircle
combined

You can
check if you

did it correctly

by looking
at the ist

2 circles


